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A FunTrivia.com Puzzle
Authored by ArleneRimmer
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A crossword about the best Trivia site in the world
- how much do you know about Quizzyland?
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Across
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1 . This august gathering of writers all have player
favourite quizzes online (3 words)
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7 . This is one thing FunTrivia is not short of!
9 . This character can be found in 'Movies' in the 'Star
Wars' category
1 0. Editors hope that Correction Notes will not give
people this kind of fit in response!
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1 1. Just taking one or two quizzes will do this to your
appetite!
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1 3. This science could be covered in the 'Animals'
section
1 5. You could say the Editors were this to the blood
of FunTrivia (singular)

Down

1 6. Our esteemed leader and founder of this site - Mr
Ford

1 . This writer has over 800 quizzes online - what a trooper!
2 . The side of a boat away from the wind

1 8. More than one cactus
1 9. Hundreds of players, writers, and the Editors,
have this for FunTrivia
2 2. Getting a player-ranked icon is like getting a - on
the back!

3 . Most forms of humour are acceptable at FunTrivia, including
this one
4 . This new section was introduced in 2004 and copies a
newspaper puzzle format idea

2 3. Here at FunTrivia you are - friends.

5 . What word would describe why it is not a good idea to write a
quiz with personal information?

2 4. This unisex name is also a book which could be
quizzed in Literature

6 . When a quiz is exceptional it will have a little thumbs up sign.
What does this mean? (2 words)

2 5. I hope this doesn't happen to anyone who sends a
Correction in the spirit of FunTrivia friendship!

8 . In spite of language and spelling barriers FunTrivia goes some
way to do this to the world

2 7. Which category can you find quizzes on pro
wrestling?
Check answers & play online:
http://www.funtrivia.com/crossword/play.cfm?gid=370

1 0. When you write in CAPS LOCK it is as if you were doing this
1 2. You can set up one of these with your online friends to see
'Who's Smartest?'
1 4. This type of question, in quiz or puzzle, belongs in 'Brain
Teasers'
1 5. The initials CPR was once known by
1 7. When you post in the forums you expect at least one of these
(singular)
2 0. An important part of the Editor's jobs is to do this to the quiz
content to ensure it is suitable
2 1. You do not need to use any of this when at FunTrivia
2 5. An untruth
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2 6. You don't have to be a - to work here, but it helps!

ps!

